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ABSTRACT 
This research is pragmatic approach study of an analysis of illocutionary in 
ice age collision Course Movie Script. The objectives of this researcher are to find out 
the types of illocutionary acts are performed by all the characters utterance, and to 
find out dominantly of types of illocutionary acts are used by all the character’s 
utterance. The researcher used content analysis qualitative method to describe and 
analyze the selected of illocutionary acts which are watching movie and then 
classifies them according to George Yule’s concept types of illocutionary acts. 
Technique of collecting data are (1) downloading movie and movie script of ice age 
collision course (2) reading the movie script intensively (3) watching the movie to 
understand the context situation on the movie (4) Pausing and annotating and the last 
is (5) classifying and coding the data. The researcher used content analysis which 
focus on classifying the types of illocutionary acts and the dominantly of types of 
illocutionary acts in ice age collision course movie carried out by all the character. 
The researcher found that are the characters use all types of illocutionary acts. First 
representatives there are {Stating (3), Suggesting (1), Complaining (1)}. Second is 
directives, they are {Asking (3), Commanding (4), Forbidding (2), Demanding (2)}. 
Third is commisives, they are {Promising (1)}, Forth is expressive, they are 
{Congratulating (2), Thanking (1) Welcoming (1), Apologizing (1)}, and the last is 
declaration, they are {Declare (1), Naming (1)} Based on the data above, it reveals 
that all characters in their utterances dominantly used the illocutionary acts of 
Directive with the total of 11 data. 
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A. INTRODUCTION 
Language is very important for us, because through language we can convey 
messages, information, communicate ideas and opinions. Language is “a systematic 
means of communicating ideas feeling by the use of conventionalized signs, sounds, 
gestures, or marks having understood meanings”. (Webster, 1981: 641 in Siswanto 
2010: 12). The combination of language, context or situation and meaning is what the 
linguists called as pragmatic. Pragmatics also define by Levinson (1983: 5) “is the 
study of language use, that is the study of relation between language and context 
which is basic to an account of language understanding which involves the making of 
inferences which will connect what is said to what is mutually assumed or what has 
been said before”. Therefore, context is very important in pragmatic analysis because 
without context, the listener will be difficult or worst, unable to understand what the 
speaker intend and the pragmatic will not be able to function properly.In effort to 
express themselves, people not only produce utterance that contains of words and 
grammatical structures, but they also show actions through those utterance. That's 
how the linguists define Speech Act. The term of action is consist of three related acts 
of producing utterance, the first is to express something like Locutionary act (the act 
of saying something), second is Illocutionary act (the act of doing something) and and 
the last is Perlocutionary act (the act of affecting something). One of the speech acts 
types that the writer focused to explain is the Illocutionary act. According to Yule 
(1996) that stated that there are several kinds of illocutionary act that had been 
identified, they are Representative, Directive, Commisive, Expressive and 
Declarations. 
In this research, the researcher analyzed the using of illocutionary act in Ice Age 
Collision Course Movie script because there are no previous researches that reveal 
about the using of illocutionary act in this Movie based on Yule’s categories. Then, 
the researcher chose Ice Age Collision Course to be analyzed because this film is an 
animated film but tells or represents how social life in the family, so that the story 
automatically produces a lot of communication that contains meaning in a particular 
context. So the researcher can do an analysis on this film by using or applying one of 
the theories from speech act specifically the illocutionary act based on Yule’s 
categories. The reason why the writer applied the illocutionary act because the 
illocutionary act is one of the theories to analyze the implied meaning of utterance 
and also because there are many utterances that contains illocutionary act that are still 
not exposed in this Ice Age Collision Course Movie script. That is why the researcher 
searched and exposed more about the using of illocutionary act in the Ice Age 
Collision Course Movie script. The researcher hoped that the reader to get a better 
understanding about the context and the use of illocutionary act that represent in ice 
age Collision Course movie. The researcher also hopes this research can be a benefit 
for the other researcher that interest to conduct speech act theory for his or her 
research in the future. 
C. METHODOLOGY OF RESEARCH 
In this research, the researcher applied qualitative content analysis method. The 
method conducted by compiling and analyzing the data which taken from many 
resources that related to this research. The source of the data in this study comprised 
in two types, they are  from the movie script and the data from Audio Visual data, 
that is the movie of Ice Age Collision Course (2016) by Michael J. Wilson There are 
procedures that used when collecting the data, they are downloading, reading and watching, 
screenshooting and annotating. The researcher also used some procedures to analyze the data 
such as presented the data, interpreted the data and making conclusion from them by 
answering the research question that is what the type that are used and which type is 
dominantly used 
D. DISCUSSION 
According to the data validation, the researcher has found 25 data in all 
characters in ice age collision course movie. The researcher attempts to analyze the 
data using Pragmatics study, especially speech act by using the classification of 
illocutionary act by George Yule, they are Representative, Directives, Commisives, 
Expressive, and Declarations. The table below showed all the data from the research 
No Types of Illocutionary Act Kinds of Illocutionary Sub Total Total 
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Total 25 25 
 
1. Representative  
According to Yule (1996:53), representatives are those kinds of speech acts that 
state what the speakers believe to be the case or not. There are acts which commit the 
speaker to something being the case to the truth of the expressed proposition. Searle 
(1996) stated the examples of these types are asserting, stating, denying, suggesting, 
claiming, complaining, notifying, concluding and so on. 
Stating 
Stating is telling the condition of a person or thing, as with respect to 
circumstances or attributes. 
DATA 1 (Data 1/00:06:48/Rep/Stating/Page 87 (Appendix)) 
Peaches : Honey, I scored! Did you see me? 
Julian  : Yeah! And you were amazing. Whoa! Whoa! 
Peaches : Careful! 
Julian : Oh, the ice is really icy. It's like super-sized, extra value icy. But     
   I'm getting better, right? (PEACHES LAUGHING) 
Julian : Whoa! (SIGHS) (BOTH LAUGHING) 
Context 
 Addreseer & Addressee : Peaches and Julian 
 Setting   : Ice hockey field 
Based on data above, that dialogue utters when peaches was playing ice hockey 
with her dad Manny, the moment peaches make score, Julian showed up and 
celebrating his girlfriend peaches for making score. When Julian was walking toward 
Peaches, he slipped on the ice. 
Data Interpretation 
Based on the context of situation in dialogue above, the type of illocutionary 
act from julian’s utterance is categorized as Representative. Representatives are those 
kinds of speech acts that state what the speakers believe to be the case or not. The 
conversation between Julian and peaches took place in the ice hockey field, Julian is 
Peaches boyfriend and he try to celebrate when her girlfriend making score, when he 
walked toward peaches, he slipped. He end up helped by peaches and saying “Oh, 
the ice is really icy. It's like super-sized, extra value icy. But I'm getting better, 
right" based on Julian utterance, it can be categorized as representative stating form. 
Because stating is telling the condition of a person or thing, as with respect to 
circumstances or attributes, It means that through julian’s utterance, he want to telling 
the condition and assert that the ice that he stepped on is really icy and make him 
slipped.  
2. Directives   
According to Yule (1996:54), Directive is used by the speaker to get someone 
else to do something. It intends to produce some effects through action on the 
listener. By uttering a directive, the speaker attempts to get the listener to do 
something. By Asking, Commanding, Forbidding, Demanding, and Requesting. 
Commanding 
Commanding is an order or the person have the authority to command. 
DATA 9 (Data 9/00:18:36/Dirc/Commanding/Page 91 (Appendix)) 
Ellie : Manny? 
Manny : Uh, okay. Party's over, everybody. 
   Have a good night. And leave right now! 
Ellie : What are you talking about? 
   The party just got started. 
Manny : (YAWNS) Just getting kind of sleepy. 
   Everyone should go. And duck. Possibly cover! 
Context 
 Addreseer & Addressee : Ellie and Manny 
 Setting   : Anniversary Party 
Based on the data above, the dialogue occurs when Manny and Ellie celebrating 
their anniversary party and suddenly, big fireworks showed up that everyone thought 
it’s a gift from Manny for Ellie, but actually is not.  
Data Interpretation 
 Based on the context of situation in dialogue above, the type of illocutionary act 
from Manny’s utterance is categorized as Commanding. Commanding is an order or 
the person have the authority to command. The statement from Manny took place on 
the Anniversary Party, it all started when Ellie already show her Anniversary gift to 
Manny and Manny is the next. But because Manny forget their Anniversary, so he 
don’t prepare anything for Ellie. Everyone was shocked with it especially Ellie, 
Apparently a big firework light up the sky and everyone thinking that the firework is 
a gift from Manny to Ellie. But actually that is an asteroid coming to them. When 
Manny realized it, that is when he starting to command “Uh, okay. Party's over, 
everybody.  Have a good night. And leave right now!” Based on Manny’s 
utterance, it can be categorized as Directive commanding form. Commanding is an 
order or the person have the authority to command. Through Manny’s utterance, 
Manny is say something by command everyone to leave because an asteroid is going 
to fall on they place. 
3. Commisives 
 Commissives are those kinds of speech acts that the speaker uses to commit 
themselves to some future actions. They express what the speakers intend. In using 
the commisive, the speaker undertakes to make the world fit the words (via the 
speaker). By uttering commisives, the speaker is committing himself or herself to 
some future course of action such as promising. 
Promising 
Promising is showing a possibility of achievement or excellence 
DATA 17 (Data 17/00:21:41/Cmsv/Promising/Page 95 (Appendix) 
Gavin : (GRUNTS) That weasel is such a buzzkill. Let's go, kids. 
Buck : Don't worry, ma'am, I'll catch the crew that poached your egg. 
   (SLURPS AND EXHALES) (LAUGHS)  
   It's a pun! I'm winking under the eye patch. 
Context 
 Addreseer & Addressee : Gavin and Buck 
 Setting   : The Underworld 
Based on the data above, the utterance occurs when a mother dinosaur got her 
egg stolen by the Dino Bird family, and buck is making a promise to retrieve that egg 
to the Mother Dinosaur. 
Data Interpretation 
Based on the context of situation in dialogue above, the type of illocutionary 
act from Buck’s utterance is categorized as Commisive. Commissive is kind of 
speech act that the speaker uses to commite themselves to do some in the future. The 
utterance from Buck utters when Buck saw a mother Dinosaur got panicked when her 
egg got stolen by the Dino bird, that’s when Buck finished his bath immediately and 
trying to retrieve that egg to mother dinosaur, but before buck leave, he make a 
promising statement by saying “Don't worry, ma'am, I'll catch the crew that 
poached your egg.” Based on Buck’s utterance, it can be categorized as Commisive 
promising form. Promising is showing a possibility of achievement or excellence. 
Since Buck is the protector of the Underworld that help any Dinosaurs in trouble, 
buck highly believe that he will able to retrieve that egg back to the mother Dinosaur. 
So he made that promise. Through Buck’s utterance, Buck is say something by 
Promising the Mother Dinosaur that he will catch the crew that poached or steal her 
egg. 
4. Expressive  
 (Yule 1996:53) state that Expressive are those kinds of speech acts that state 
what the speaker feels. They express psycological states and it can be statements of 
pleasure. Speakers of a language often express feelings to the listener when they 
speak. By doing so, the speakers have performed the expressive acts, the examples 
are congratulating, thanking, welcoming and apologizing (Searle 1996). 
Congratulating 
Congratulating is give someone good wishes when something special or pleasant 
has happened to them. 
DATA 19 (Data 19/00:15:16/Expr/Congratulating/Page 96 (Appendix) 
Ed & Cr : Ta-da! 
Ellie : Happy Anniversary, honey! 
Manny : Anniversary? Oh, no. That's the thing. 
Julian : Okay! Now it's your turn, Bro-Dad! 
Eddie : Yeah! We wanna see what you got Ellie. 
Context 
 Addreseer & Addressee : Ellie and Manny 
 Setting   : The Anniversary Party 
Based on the data above, the utterance occurs when Ellie has prepared their 
Anniversary party to his husband, Manny. After Manny showed up, that is when the 
celebration begun. 
Data Interpretation 
Based on the context of situation in dialogue above, the type of illocutionary act 
from Ellie’s utterance is categorized as Expressive. Expressive are those kinds of 
speech acts that state what the speaker feels. The utterance from Ellie utters when 
Ellie has been prepared a Anniversary party for his husband Manny. When Manny 
showed up in the party, Ellie congratulate his husband by saying “Happy 
Anniversary, honey!” Based on Sid’s utterance, it can be categorized as Expressive 
congratulating form. Congratulating is gives someone good wishes when something 
special or pleasant has happened to them. Ellie is Manny’s wife and always 
remember the important moment with his husband, that’s why she making a surprise 
for his Anniversary party with his husband Manny. Through Ellie’s utterance, Ellie is 
say something by Congratulating his husband about their Anniversary.  
5. Declarations 
Declarations is a kind of illocutionary act that can change word the utterance 
which is produced. That acts bring about some alteration in the status or condition of 
the referred to object or object solely in virtue of the fact that declarations has been 
successfully performed. In using declarations, the speakers can change the world via 
the words, The verbs which belong to declarations are Declaring, Naming, 
appointing, baptizing, and arresting. 
Declare 
Declare is to state officially and publicity that a particular situation exists or that 
something is true. 
DATA 24 (Data 24/01:21:29/Decl/Declare/Page 98 (Appendix) 
Priest  : Do you... 
Peaches : I do. 
Priest  : And do you... 
Julian  : Most def. 
Priest   : I now pronounce you as husband and wife (EVERYONE  
    CHEERS) 
Context 
 Addreseer & Addressee  : Peaches, Julian and The Priest 
 Setting    : Wedding Ceremony 
Based on the data above, the utterance occurs when Peaches and Julian decided 
to get marry after they survived from that deadly incident. 
Data Interpretation 
Based on the context of situation in dialogue above, the type of illocutionary act 
from Priest’s utterance is categorized as Declarations. Declarations is kinds of speech 
act that change the world via their utterance. The utterance from Priest utters when 
Julian and Peaches decided to get married after that Terrifying incident, even in the 
previous they thought that the asteroid cannot be stopped and they will end up never 
get marry each other, all that thought is gone after the asteroid stopped by all the 
mammals. And now their dream to get marry come true and The Priest pronounce 
them by saying “I now pronounce you as husband and wife”. Based on Priest’s 
utterance, it can be categorized as Declarations declare form. Declare is to state 
officially and publicity that a particular situation exists or that something is true. 
Through Priest’s utterance, Priest is say something by declare Peaches and Julian to 
be Husband and Wife. 
E. CONCLUSION 
In this chapter, the researcher makes conclusion clearly from the analysis of 
illocutionary acts in Ice Age Collision Course movie script. The purpose of this 
research is to know the types of illocutionary acts that are used by all the characters in 
the movie script and what are the types that dominantly used by them.  Based on the 
findings, there are five types illocutionary acts expressed by all the characters. In their 
utterances, Directives are more dominantly used in this movie than the others act with 
11 total of data. Directives act that appears in their utterance are asking, commanding, 
forbidding, and demanding. The Directives act that mostly used by the character is 
Commanding. It is used 4 times in this movie, and usually it came out of Buck’s 
utterance. Then the Representatives act that found in all characters utterance are 
stating, suggesting, complaining and claiming with the total of 5 data. There are 2 
data commisive promising act from the characters. Also the Expressive act that has 
total 5 data that uttered by the characters, they are congratulating, thanking, 
welcoming, and apologizing. The last act is Declarations with only 2 data showed up, 
they are declare and naming. 
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